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Miles of barren land turns into a riot of colour every year with the Pushkar Mela — the biggest livestock fair in the world. The fair will shift from its present venue next year.

LEGENDS & LOUTS
AT PUSHKAR FAIR
by Supriya Bhardwaj

O

UR Vedas say everyone has
to come to Pushkar at least
once… or his ashes come
here. You are lucky, memsahib that you’ve decided to
visit my holy city in your
youth.” Rahul, the jovial taxi driver, welcomed me with an enthusiasm that’s
typical of most cities in Rajasthan that
are tourist hotspots.

Prepare to be
taken for a ride
by pushy priests
at Pushkar but
don’t let that
deter you from
visiting temples
on the ghats

There’s nothing like a warm welcome. If my cabbie had set the tone for my visit, my hosts at The
Orchard also pulled out all stops to make me feel
at home. I must admit, though, that the cityslicker in me took a while to adjust to the initial
shock of staying in a tent without television. But
then, a few disappointments can turn into happy
surprises. Playing carrom, chess and good ol’
Ludo with foreign tourists was a refreshing
change from watching the antics of reality-show
stars. I discovered that flipping
the pages of the Imperial temple dedicated to the ‘creator
Gazetteer of India which had of universe’ Lord Brahma and his
been placed in my tent was a per- second wife, Gayatri.
fect way to brush up my history
The local guides, who can speak
lessons and learn about this holy to you in five international lancity that’s been visited by more guages, will insist that you buy a
than a lakh tourists every year puja thaali — the most basic will
since the 1900s.
set you back by Rs 50 and the
Pushkar can be an overwhelm- deluxe version, by Rs 200. The
ing sensory experience. The pan- catch here is that for each family
das (priests) at the ghats will member, you will be asked to buy
hound you. The guides will bom- a separate thaali.
bard you with numerous fables
Peeved by what I thought was
about gods, maharajas and for- the mindless commercialisation
eign tourists. There are 450 tem- of a holy place, I turned to my
ples in Pushkar and more in its guide Giri Raj Sharma for an
vicinity. Don’t let the numbers answer. “You can’t share karmas,”
baffle you. Start your trip from the guide explained. Sounds like a
the famous Brahma temple, promising explanation to bamTirath Raj. Known as the king of boozle clueless tourists. But I
pilgrimage sites, it is the only wasn’t one to be convinced easily,

The luxury tent at The Orchard has no television set but plenty of reading material.

and stuck to a single thaali.
My next stop was the holy lake,
which had 52 ghats swarming
with priests. I had been warned
about the priests here, who are
equipped with a great business
acumen, and brainwash you into
performing pujas which will
almost certainly ensure that you
have a hole in your pocket sized
Rs 5,000 or more. I outwitted
them, and spent some quiet
time with myself by the lake, and
fervently hoped that I could
carry a piece of the calm I felt
back to Delhi.
My dues paid to the gods, it was
time to go shopping in Pushkar’s
bazariya (local market). I was
lucky to be visiting at a time when
the Pushkar Fair was on in all its

splendour. Miles of barren land had
been taken over by tents which
played host to the biggest livestock
fair in the world.
I was disappointed, though, to
learn that the spectacular sight of
the fair grounds that I beheld will
soon be a thing of the past. The
five-day Pushkar fair is set to get a
new address next year on, moving
out of the what has been its venue
for more than a century. The reason: a railway line is proposed to
come up at the present venue.
Hearteningly, I am reassured by
camel traders that the fair will
move nearby. And the timeless
magic of Pushkar will beckon me
next year as well.
— The writer was hosted by
The Orchard resort in Pushkar
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